Upon venturing into the premium car care market 25 years ago, I suddenly realized my life-long passion. I was fascinated by waxes, paint sealants, leather conditioners; what goes into them, how and why they work, which combinations yield the best outcomes. In 1997, I launched the award-winning Detailer’s Pride Professional Detailing Products, which has since evolved into DP American Made Car Care Products. After collaborating on the development of Pinnacle Natural Brilliance, I am now the sole proprietor of this complete line of car care products built around a pure carnauba wax. Both DP and Pinnacle have their roots in car care tradition with carnauba wax as their foundations. With all the innovations in surface care technology, I set out to design a collection of products that is purely engineered, that takes advantage of modernizations in car care. I reached this goal in 2004 with the introduction of Wolfgang Concours Series, a complete series of world class car care products.

Wolfgang Concours Series was researched and developed over the course of two years. My senior chemist, the staff at the Manufacturing Division of Palm Beach Motoring Accessories, and I set up stringent guidelines for the development of a new line that we would eventually introduce to the car-loving public. Our collective vision was of a complete line of exclusive car care products that would be an exceptional value based on superb effectiveness, employing cutting-edge research and development, encompassing all aspects of car care applications. But our foremost goal was the creation of a paint sealant that could bridge the gap between carnauba waxes and long-lasting paint sealants-combining their most desirable traits.

We became consumed with successfully completing this mission. We were confident but still searching for the one thing that would make our line truly outstanding in the automotive care world. My lead chemist was adamant that he must go to Germany where chemists excelled in state-of-the-art molecular science, leaps and bounds ahead of the rest of the scientific world. Here, in German laboratories, he would find the missing link.

During the trips abroad, one German chemist, Wolfgang Determan, became increasingly interested in our undertaking and wished to contribute his experience and knowledge. Wolfgang eagerly joined our team to help create an American-made, German formula like none other. Incidentally, this chemist extraordinaire is the proud namesake of our Wolfgang Concours-Series.

After years of trials and testing, research and experimentation, we finally launched a complete system of Concours-worthy products with a high-tech paint sealant at its nucleus. Thanks to German engineered “super polymers,” the foundation of our formula, we’ve created a revolutionary paint protector that has the personality of a pure carnauba wax with the genetic makeup of paint sealant. Since then, we have fused these German Super Polymers with premium carnauba wax to create the ultimate car wax in Wolfgang Füzion Carnauba-Polymer Estate Wax.

We proudly manufacture, bottle and market Wolfgang in America, and wouldn’t have it any other way. This arrangement is comparable to the tradition in the automobile industry; German and Japanese technologies are brought to America and utilized by American automotive companies. As we see it, this provides to you the best of both worlds. Wolfgang Concours-Series will delight even the most critical, educated car enthusiast.

Granted, there is a good selection of premium car care products available, all with their strong points, and everyone has their favorites. I am confident that, once you try any one of the terrific products of Wolfgang Concours-Series, it will become an integral part of your car care regimen.

Sincerely,
Max

WOLFGANG CONCOURS-SERIES

- Created by a team of scientists, chemists, professional detailers, and auto enthusiasts exclusively for the discriminating car care lover.
- Formulated with state-of-the-art German scientific innovations in molecular chemistry.
- Built and manufactured on years of experience in the car care industry (by the manufacturer of DP and Pinnacle Natural Brilliance).
- Professional-grade products that are designed for ease of application, even in climates of high heat and humidity.
- Complete line of paint-friendly, oil-in-water emulsion products, for total interior and exterior care and protection.
- Quality, long-lasting products offer exceptional value.
- Offers superior protection and shine in a cutting edge paint sealant or polymer-fortified carnauba wax.
- Exterior products developed to withstand frequent washings, extreme climates, ultraviolet rays, salt water, and environmental contamination.
- Luxurious interior products beautify and preserve carpet, upholstery, vinyl, and leather.
Wolfgang Deep Gloss Paint Sealant 3.0 will alter your perception of paint sealants forever. The glossy, liquid-like shimmer enhances all types and colors of paint. No other synthetic wax or paint sealant gives your vehicle the gloss, the depth, and the protection of Wolfgang Deep Gloss Paint Sealant 3.0. Now with fortified polymer technology, Wolfgang Deep Gloss Paint Sealant 3.0 is simply the best paint sealant you’ll ever use.

Wolfgang Deep Gloss Paint Sealant 3.0 features fortified polymer technology. Wolfgang’s German Super Polymers are packed with more dirt-repelling power to keep your vehicle cleaner and shinier, longer. Our enhanced super polymers have an amazing anti-static property that repels water, oil, dust, and road grime to provide unsurpassed paint protection. Your vehicle stays cleaner because foreign molecules literally slide off the clear polymer coating. Super polymers bond easily to automotive paint and form an extensive cross-linked polymer network. This clear shield eliminates surface tension so contaminants have no foothold on your vehicle.

The network of slick super polymers increases the paint’s “jetting factor”, or wet look. No other paint sealant matches Wolfgang’s jetting factor. Regular washing with Wolfgang Auto Bathe will allow dirt to slide right off the paint.

Wolfgang Deep Gloss Paint Sealant 3.0 replicates the best qualities of carnauba wax – slickness and shine – but it has more than double the longevity of the average carnauba wax. Just a few drops will produce a show-stealing shine that withstands the elements, ultraviolet rays, infrared radiation, salt water, and environmental pollutants and armors your paint for months. Plus, Wolfgang Deep Gloss Paint Sealant 3.0 is an excellent value. A little goes a long way.

Wolfgang Deep Gloss Paint Sealant 3.0 was created to meet any car care challenge. It stands up to extreme temperatures, road salt, salty ocean air, ozone, and moisture. Apply it in hot, humid conditions – Wolfgang Deep Gloss Paint Sealant 3.0 will deliver a streak-free shine every time.

Wolfgang Deep Gloss Paint Sealant 3.0 redefines the paint sealant in words any car lover can appreciate: dripping wet gloss, slickness, and incredible reflections. Take your vehicle to the next level of paint protection.

Enhance your vehicle’s gloss and depth to create that elusive, show-ready shine with Wolfgang Paintwork Polish Enhancer. This fine polish enhances and preserves your vehicle’s paint by removing impurities, including old wax and mild oxidation, and infusing the paint with nourishing oils. The resulting paint is glassy smooth, clean, and incredibly glossy - the best possible surface for applying a paint sealant.

Wolfgang Paintwork Polish Enhancer is truly in a class of its own. Most polishes get their shine-power from potent VOC solvents - not exactly kind to paintwork. Our Paintwork Polish Enhancer is a mild oil-in-water emulsion. This lotion will not dull or dry the paint, even with dedicated use. This gentle water-based formula is ideal to use on custom finishes and antique, collectible, and show cars.

Wolfgang Paintwork Polish Enhancer does not level or abrade the paint. It is a moisturizing lotion that uncovers the shimmering gloss of like-new paint by removing dull layers of old wax and surface impurities. Micro-fine fillers settle into light swirls and scratches to create a smooth, uniform surface. Minor imperfections will disappear. The removal of old paint protection will encourage maximum bonding and gloss of Wolfgang Deep Gloss Paint Sealant 3.0. This combination of products will leave your vehicle with an absolutely stunning shine.

Hand Application:

Apply a nickel-size amount onto a clean microfiber applicator pad. (This amount should be sufficient for a quarter of the hood or half of the fender.) Apply the polish in side-to-side overlapping strokes. Allow a slight haze to form. Use a soft microfiber towel to buff the surface to a shine.

Machine Application:

For the best results, use a dual action polisher. Apply a nickel-size amount of Paintwork Polish Enhancer to a foam polishing pad. Spread the polish at a moderate speed in a side to side motion until it begins to dry to a film. Use a microfiber bonnet on your polisher or a microfiber towel to buff the paint to a glossy, smooth shine. Follow with Wolfgang Deep Gloss Paint Sealant 3.0.

Note: This product is not designed for use with a high speed rotary polisher.
Deep Gloss Spritz Sealant
Spray on the shine and protection with Wolfgang's glossy spritz sealant!

This spray-on sealant is a revolution in paint protection. Wolfgang Deep Gloss Spritz Sealant is a direct descendant of our remarkable wipe-on sealant, Wolfgang Deep Gloss Paint Sealant 3.0. The two share virtually the same blueprint, with one exception. Deep Gloss Spritz Sealant has engineered liquefied polymers that disperse easily through the spray nozzle and then regroup on the paint surface to form one solid polymer coat over the paint finish. The slick coating shields the paint from UV rays, airborne pollution, and road grime for months rather than weeks. Its incredible slickness allows dirt and water to just roll off.

The multi-tiered, crystalline polymer structure of the sealant allows it to create a vivid, multi-dimensional shine that far exceeds the capabilities of ordinary sealants. The shine is comparable to what you get from a carnauba wax. Now that’s shiny! And if water-beading is the true test of a quality sealant, then Deep Gloss Spritz Sealant is a proven winner. Water will bead on the surface for weeks with regular use!

Wolfgang Deep Gloss Spritz Sealant is formulated to work hand in hand with Wolfgang Deep Gloss Paint Sealant 3.0. As with any sealant, it may not bond well on top of a carnauba wax. For the best protection, use Wolfgang Deep Gloss Spritz Sealant on top of Wolfgang Deep Gloss Paint Sealant 3.0 to extend the life of the sealant. The spray formula makes it easy to maintain optimum protection and gloss for months.

Mist your vehicle generously with Wolfgang Deep Gloss Spritz Sealant. Use a folded microfiber towel to spread the sealant over a panel. Flip the towel and buff the paint to a rich, reflective shine. Before applying a second coat, allow the sealant to cure for one hour. This product buffs to a streak-free gloss on all paint, even red and black. Use it any time, even in hot, humid weather, to give your vehicle a quick coat of gloss and protection.

Cutting-Edge Polymer Protection

Instant Detail Spritz
Attain that “just-detailed” look anytime, anywhere - in minutes!

Wolfgang Instant Detail Spritz is a technologically advanced quick detailer with a chemical blueprint that puts it well ahead of the pack. Drawing from ground-breaking developments in modern chemistry, the specialized ingredients in this high-lubricity spray deliver unparalleled surface enhancement – clarity, intensity and shine. Though most cars can be misted and buffed in less than five minutes, it will look like you’ve spent all day detailing.

Wolfgang Instant Detail Spritz is formulated with high-tech German super polymers. These highly-reflective polymers form an ultra-thin protective coat that bond to the paint sealant or wax finish and leave your vehicle with a slick, silky surface—plus Instant Detail Spritz extends the life of the sealant or wax with regular use.

In no time, you have gorgeous results. Simply spray on a small area of your car. Using a microfiber towel to wipe away fingerprints, water spots, dust, and other harmful contaminants, leaving behind a rich, spectacular shine. Wolfgang Instant Detail Spritz performs even in hot, humid climates without streaking or cloudiness, even on red and black paint!

The lubricating oils in Wolfgang Instant Detail Spritz wrap around dirt and dust to prevent scratching as contamination is wiped off the paint. This ultra-slick detailer leaves paint looking slicker, shinier, with bolder color and depth.

Wolfgang Instant Detail Spritz was created to complement Wolfgang Deep Gloss Paint Sealant 3.0 but it is compatible with all paint sealants and synthetic waxes. Use it after washing the vehicle or any time to refresh the shimmer of the existing paint protection. Allow the detailer to cure for at least an hour before applying another coat.

Restore a just-detailed gloss to any vehicle with Wolfgang Instant Detail Spritz. The polymer, water-based detail spray revitalizes existing paint protection in minutes to recreate the striking impression of a freshly detailed vehicle.

After washing your vehicle with Wolfgang Auto Bathe, mist the paint with Wolfgang Instant Detail Spritz as you towel dry the vehicle using a waffle weave towel to prevent water spots and enhance the shine in one quick step. Between washes, mist one section of paint at a time with Wolfgang Instant Detail Spritz. Use a plush microfiber towel to gently buff your vehicle to a deep gloss.
Wolfgang Clay Lubricant works hand in hand with Wolfgang Elastic Poly Clay to give your vehicle the cleanest possible finish.

When applied on a freshly washed surface, Wolfgang Clay Lubricant creates an ultra-fine, slick protective layer between the paint and the detailing clay. This allows the clay to glide across the surface, acting as a magnet for any foreign particles left behind after the wash. When this step is complete, your car’s surface will actually be exfoliated, “purified” and free of contamination. The paint will feel like silk to the touch. When wax is applied over a freshly clayed paint finish, it only enhances the smooth, slick feeling of the paint.

Detailing clay works by gliding over the paint and removing contaminants. All detailing clay needs some type of lubrication in order to work effectively without scratching the paint. Some detailers use soapy water as a lubricant, but detergents in the car wash could break down the clay bar. The best option is a true clay lubricant, like Wolfgang Clay Lubricant.

Wolfgang Clay Lubricant is an advanced, VOC compliant formula containing super polymers, which provide a sheer, ultra smooth shield between the paint and the clay. Its high-lubricity formula makes the process extra gentle on your vehicle’s finish - loosened particles are safely lifted away without scratching even the softest clear coats.

Wolfgang Clay Lubricant makes it very easy to deep clean your vehicle with clay. The clay literally glides across the wet surface with little to no effort. You will be amazed at how much debris is lifted from the paint with each pass.

Wolfgang Clay Lubricant is safe on glass, metal, and all types of paint.

Wash vehicle first. It is not necessary to dry it. Spray a 2 square foot area generously with Wolfgang Clay Lubricant. Rub Wolfgang Elastic Poly Clay Bar across the wet surface in a back and forth motion. The clay will grab at first as it encounters contamination on the paint surface - this is normal. When the clay glides smoothly, the surface is clean. Use the lubricant to remove any clay residue using a microfiber towel. Wipe dry. Inspect the clay after each section. If it appears soiled, reshape it to reveal a clean portion. If dropped on the ground, discard the clay.

Wolfgang Elastic Poly Clay Bar is a long-lasting, reusable, synthetic detailing clay bar that will leave your vehicle smooth, shiny, and unbelievably clean.

Wolfgang Elastic Poly Clay Bar cleans your vehicle better than a polish or a shampoo. Clay removes contaminants that are often too small to be seen with the naked eye, such as rail dust, brake dust, and industrial fallout. Clay also removes sticky, stubborn contamination, like tree sap mist, tar, and bugs. Embedded contamination feels like gritty, rough patches. Though individual particles are not noticeable, large patches of contamination can develop and gradually infiltrate the paint. In the most severe cases, paint system failure will result.

Wolfgang Elastic Poly Clay Bar works with Wolfgang Clay Lubricant to protect your paint from unseen dangers. Detailing clay works by gliding across the paint and picking up any debris that protrudes from the paint surface. The debris sticks to the clay bar and is removed from the paint. Polishing can be unnecessarily abrasive and washing alone doesn’t touch this kind of contamination. Detailing clay is the answer.

In order for detailing clay to glide easily on the paint without scratching, you must use Wolfgang Clay Lubricant. This combination of products will leave your vehicle feeling slick, smooth, and incredibly clean - the ideal foundation for a wax or paint sealant. Once paint protection is applied, it will seal off the paint and protect it from future contamination. Your vehicle will look and feel mirror-smooth and flawless, but only if you use Wolfgang Elastic Poly Clay as part of your detailing process!

Wash vehicle before claying. Before each use, knead the clay to expose a fresh, unused surface. Spray a small area of your car’s surface with Wolfgang Clay Lubricant. Using moderate pressure, move clay across the paint until you don’t feel any more “grabbing.” The clay will move freely when all pollutants have been removed. Be sure to keep the vehicle well-lubricated. Check clay often for any particles that might scratch the surface and re-knead the clay to reveal a clean portion. When you’ve clayed the entire vehicle, buff it clean with a dry towel to remove any clay residue.
Wolfgang Total Swirl Remover 3.0 is a feat of modern surface science. Developed by Menzerna for Wolfgang, Wolfgang Total Swirl Remover 3.0 is an aggressive swirl remover with the gentle touch of a shine-enhancing polish. It’s not an oxymoron – it’s a unique breed of abrasives that level paint without scratching.

Wolfgang Total Swirl Remover 3.0 is a hybrid of our original Total Swirl Remover formula and Menzerna’s fast-cutting polish for ceramic clear coats. It combines Wolfgang’s diminishing abrasive technology with Menzerna’s special milling process, which produces consistently sized, fast cutting abrasives.

Wolfgang Total Swirl Remover 3.0 takes a direct route to a perfect finish. Our specially milled abrasives, developed by Menzerna of Germany, work to eliminate 2000 grit sanding scratches without creating new ones. As they smooth over a scratch, the abrasives diminish at the same rate because they all started at the same size. The result is smooth paint in fewer steps.

If another step is needed to fully restore the gloss, simply switch to a softer foam pad. Wolfgang Total Swirl Remover 3.0 works more or less aggressively based on your pad selection. If you need aggressive swirl and oxidation removal, use a cutting or light cutting pad. If you need minor swirl removal, use a polishing pad. Wolfgang Total Swirl Remover 3.0 works with your pad of choice to give you the best results.

Wolfgang Total Swirl Remover 3.0 works on all types of paint, including today’s ceramic clear coats. This type of paint is much harder than a conventional clear coat, which can make it tough to correct. Wolfgang Total Swirl Remover 3.0 delivers excellent results on scratch-resistant clear coats. A high concentration of German abrasives, combined with Wolfgang’s lubricant-rich formula, provide Wolfgang Total Swirl Remover 3.0 with excellent leveling ability. All types of paint can be successfully and flawlessly corrected with Wolfgang Total Swirl Remover 3.0.

Wolfgang Total Swirl Remover 3.0 is designed to deliver maximum performance in an easy-to-use formula. The water-based polish is low-dusting, silicone-free, and wax-free. With no fillers, you can monitor your progress. Menzerna's polishes are developed for auto production so every polish they make is suitable for a body shop environment.

One polish can do it all. Wolfgang Total Swirl Remover 3.0 cuts like a light duty compound but finishes like a polish. Remove 2000 grit scratches, oxidation, and swirls on any type of paint, and leave a smooth, wax-ready finish.

Wolfgang Finishing Glaze 3.0 by Menzerna is a special gloss-enhancing glaze and finishing polish that restores the maximum shine to automotive paint after compounding. Use Wolfgang Finishing Glaze 3.0 on dull paint to revive the deep color and intense shine. Your detail isn’t finished until you use Wolfgang Finishing Glaze 3.0.

Wolfgang Finishing Glaze 3.0 is a fusion of our original Finishing Glaze formula and Menzerna’s Nano Polish. Menzerna developed this hybrid formula exclusively for Wolfgang. The goal was to create a finishing polish with more correction ability, without sacrificing shine. That’s what we have with Wolfgang Finishing Glaze 3.0. This unique formula blends away 2500 grit sanding marks yet finishes with the gloss and slickness of a fine machine glaze.

Wolfgang Finishing Glaze 3.0 is a water-based emulsion with ultra fine diminishing abrasives that gently polish the paint to a brilliant gloss. Compounding swirls, mild oxidation, and water spots disappear to reveal glassy smooth, beautiful paint. Underneath a wax or sealant, the paint radiates with energy and gloss.

Wolfgang Finishing Glaze 3.0 is gentle enough to use on new OEM paint finishes, yet it is highly effective on hard, ceramic clear coats. The fine, consistently sized abrasives have strength in numbers. The high concentration of microscopic abrasives smooth minor imperfections in ceramic paint and diminish to an ultra fine abrasive dust. Because these abrasives are so small, they will not mar conventional, “softer” clear coats. You’ll get consistently smooth, flawless results every time.

Wolfgang Finishing Glaze 3.0 is designed to deliver maximum performance in an easy-to-use formula. The water-based polish is low-dusting, silicone-free, filler-free, and wax-free. It is suitable for a body shop environment.

Wolfgang Finishing Glaze 3.0 can be applied with a polisher or by hand. Use Wolfgang Finishing Glaze 3.0 after Wolfgang Total Swirl Remover 3.0 to restore maximum gloss, especially on dark-colored vehicles. Then apply Wolfgang Deep Gloss Paint Sealant 3.0 and/or Wolfgang Füzion Estate Wax to protect the newly polished paint.

Wolfgang Finishing Glaze 3.0 combines the shine enhancement of a glaze with the light paint correction of a polish into one ultimate finishing product. For the maximum gloss, don’t apply wax until you’ve applied Wolfgang Finishing Glaze 3.0.
**Füzion Carnauba Polymer Estate Wax**

*Accept no compromise.*

Wolfgang Füzion Estate Wax represents a new era of car care in which the traditional car wax fuses with cutting edge, synthetic ingredients to form the ultimate high gloss, high bonding car wax. With Wolfgang Füzion, nothing is compromised.

Wolfgang Füzion Estate Wax is a hand-crafted emulsion of the world’s finest white carnauba wax, German “Super” Polymers, and proprietary ingredients. Instead of relying solely on manmade ingredients, Wolfgang Füzion Estate Wax draws upon nature’s finest wax to take advantage of its breathtaking shine and visual liquidity. Combined with our cutting edge polymers, white carnauba wax takes on a gloss, depth, and dimension unmatched by other synthetic waxes.

When Wolfgang Füzion Estate Wax is applied to your vehicle, it forms a barrier against moisture, airborne pollutants, bird droppings, insects, and UV radiation. The super polymers reinforce carnauba’s natural defense and promote maximum bonding to the paint.

Wolfgang Füzion’s anti-static properties maintain a slick, glossy, reflective finish. Wolfgang Füzion Estate Wax leaves such a slick, repellent surface that contaminants cannot stick. Füzion repels water, dirt, dust, oil, and resists smudges and fingerprints. Regular washes with Wolfgang Auto Bathe will allow dirt to slide off the paint. Incredible sheeting action cuts your drying time in half and leaves the paint spotless.

Wolfgang Füzion Estate Wax looks breathtaking on any color. Reds and blacks shimmer with depth. Whites, pearls, and silvers drip with shine. Colors appear deeper and more saturated. The vehicle will appear dipped in gloss with light bouncing off every curve. This is what waxmakers have been striving for. Wolfgang brings it to you in every jar of Wolfgang Füzion Estate Wax.

Wolfgang Füzion Estate Wax is a true wax with no cleaning properties. For the best results, prep the paint by removing all imperfections and contamination. Use Wolfgang Elastic Poly Clay Bar to deep clean the paint. Then use Wolfgang Total Swirl Remover 3.0 and Finishing Glaze 3.0 to polish away swirls, oxidation, and other imperfections. Once your vehicle is clean and smooth, drench it in gloss with a coat of Wolfgang Füzion Estate Wax. Maintain the optimum level of shine and protection with regular applications of Wolfgang Deep Gloss Spritz Sealant.

Each 8 oz. container of wax is inspected and packaged with a hand-numbered certificate of authenticity signed by Max.

---

**Vinyl & Rubber Protectant**

*Penetrates below the surface to maintain integrity of vinyl and rubber!*

Wolfgang Vinyl & Rubber Protectant is a powerful preservative for all vinyl and rubber automotive surfaces. It leaves a satin, non-greasy finish that looks better than new!

Ultraviolet rays are the single biggest contributor to vinyl and rubber deterioration. Windows actually magnify sunlight, accelerating discoloration, fading and cracking on door panels, dash and seats. Wolfgang Vinyl & Rubber Protectant conditions and protects rubber and vinyl surfaces while powerful sunscreens block surface-drying UV rays. Vinyl and rubber surfaces remain supple and soft.

Wolfgang Vinyl & Rubber Protectant is a water-based conditioner that leaves a satin, non-greasy finish that does not attract dust. Over time, your interior surfaces will retain their color and texture, and they’ll stay cleaner!

Wolfgang Vinyl & Rubber Protectant is a protectant and conditioner in one. Preserve and beautify your vehicle’s interior surfaces with Wolfgang’s non-greasy, UV-blocking interior surface protectant.

Note: Wolfgang Vinyl & Rubber Protectant dries to a satin, non-reflective finish. If you prefer a matte finish, simply buff treated surfaces lightly with a microfiber towel.

Spray Wolfgang Vinyl & Rubber Protectant onto a microfiber applicator pad and gently wipe down interior vinyl seats, door panels, and dash. Spray it onto the applicator pad rather than spraying the surface directly to avoid overspray onto the windows.
Don’t get a ticket! Virtually every state has, or is currently drafting, legislation to make cloudy headlight lenses a ticketable offense. In states with vehicle inspections, unsafe headlights are already grounds for a vehicle to fail inspection. At their worst, cloudy lenses can block up to 90% of the light you depend on to illuminate the road ahead of you. Don’t get a ticket or worse because of unsafe headlights.

Plastic headlight lenses, though durable, are susceptible to drying and cracking as a result of overexposure to UV rays. The first signs of this damage can appear in less than a year of purchasing a new vehicle. Reverse the negative effects of UV exposure on your vehicle’s headlight lenses with Wolfgang’s revolutionary Plastik Lens Cleaning System. Developed for today’s plastic lenses, the products in this kit are proven safe and incredibly effective at polishing away surface cloudiness, scratches and yellow haze. In just a few minutes, you can restore the clarity and smoothness to your vehicle’s headlight lenses, without any special tools or experience.

The Wolfgang Plastik Lens Cleaning Kit includes the following products:

**Plastik Lens Cleaner**

Wolfgang Plastik Lens Cleaner is an aggressive polish that removes scratches and haze from clear plastic. Diminishing abrasives smooth rough spots and even out the edges of scratches to restore the uniform appearance of the plastic. By cleaning out dirt and debris and leveling the outermost layer of damaged plastic, Wolfgang Plastik Lens Cleaner restores the clarity of the plastic to like-new condition.

**Plastik Lens Glaze**

After cleaning your lens covers with Plastik Lens Cleaner, use Wolfgang Plastik Lens Glaze to refine the surface. The glaze has mild cleaning properties to make the surface smooth and slick again. Think of it as a finishing glaze for your headlights.

**Plastik Surface Sealant**

Wolfgang Plastik Surface Sealant forms a clear barrier over your plastic lenses to shield them from contamination and UV rays. The sealant is formulated to seal clear plastic without streaking or yellowing. It dries crystal clear so your headlights look and perform better. Rather than lighting the road ahead with a dull, filtered glow, you’ll see bright beams of light shining on everything in your path. By blocking out UV rays, this sealant prevents the clouding that occurs as the vehicle ages. Wolfgang Plastik Surface Sealant is the best way to protect a new vehicle’s headlight lenses from the first day of ownership.

The products and accessories in the Wolfgang Plastik Lens Cleaning System are recommended for use with your electric drill. Please visit Wolfgangcarcare.com to learn how to use the kit with your polisher.

1. Clean loose debris and dirt from the lenses. Tape off the paint around the lenses using painter’s tape.

2. Pour a circle of Wolfgang Plastik Lens Cleaner onto the included orange foam pad. If you are using a cordless drill, polish at the highest speed. Use the lowest speed on an electric drill. Go over the lens several times in different directions until the polish starts to dry. Use a microfiber towel to buff away the residue.

3. Switch to a black pad. Pour a circle of Wolfgang Plastik Lens Glaze onto the pad. Press it to the lens cover and turn the drill on at the speeds listed above. Work in different directions until the glaze starts to dry. Buff off the residue with a microfiber towel.

4. As a final step, use Wolfgang Plastik Surface Sealant to seal and protect your lenses. Use it on plastic convertible top windows and motorcycle windshields, too.

The Wolfgang Plastik Lens Kit includes detailed instructions. Kit contents are also sold individually.
Wolfgang Tire & Wheel Cleaner boasts industrial strength cleaning power in a non-caustic, water-based formula! Germany, the leader in environment-friendly surface care research, has chemically engineered a new breed of cleansers to replace the outdated acid, butyl, or petroleum distillate based products. This new, surface-friendly cleaning technology is found in Wolfgang Tire & Wheel Cleaner.

Wolfgang Tire & Wheel Cleaner is biodegradable, non-toxic, non-caustic, and gentle on skin. However, this thick, concentrated gel packs quite a punch when it comes to quickly and easily removing brake dust, road grime, oil, and grease. As soon as you spray it on, Wolfgang Tire & Wheel Cleaner goes to work loosening and dissolving tough road grime.

Wolfgang Tire & Wheel Cleaner was formulated for versatility, being equally gentle and effective on wheels and tires. Rest assured that Wolfgang Tire & Wheel Cleaner is safe to use on all kinds of wheels—including aluminum, painted, polished, anodized, and clear coated wheels. Emulsifiers in the cleaner capture dirt and dust on the wheel and allow them to be safely whisked away from even the most sensitive, expensive wheels without danger of scratching or spotting.

Wolfgang Tire & Wheel Cleaner contains emulsifiers, wetting agents and environmentally safe deep cleansers to loosen and remove all foreign particles clinging to your tires and wheels. It even penetrates below the surface of the rubber to extract deep, ground-in dirt, brake dust, and tire dressing buildup. Tires and wheels will be left completely clean.

Wolfgang Tire & Wheel Cleaner is leaps and bounds ahead of other tire cleaners when it comes to our cutting-edge formula. Wolfgang is proud to utilize German butyl-replacing cleaning agents in our Tire & Wheel Cleaner for safer, more effective wheel and tire cleaning.

Thoroughly wet wheel with water. Cover the tire and wheel with a fine mist of Wolfgang Tire & Wheel Cleaner. Allow cleaner to sit and penetrate for about 30 seconds. Use your sponge or brush to gently agitate the entire surface. Rinse well with fresh water. Pat wheels dry with a clean towel to prevent water spots.

The latest formulation of Wolfgang Black Diamond Tire Gel takes advantage of cutting edge polymer technology to protect tires from rubber-aging contaminants, such as dirt, ozone, and UV radiation. Wolfgang Black Diamond Tire Gel blocks out UV rays to prevent drying, aging, and fading while maintaining a deep, black luster.

Wolfgang Black Diamond Tire Gel is formulated to resist today’s toughest environmental threat: ozone. Ground-level ozone is destructive to many materials, including rubber. By regularly applying Wolfgang Black Diamond Tire Gel, your tires will stay soft, supple, and dark.

Wolfgang Black Diamond Tire Gel prolongs the life of your tires, conditioning and revitalizing them for up to two weeks, including a couple of washings! More than a tire dressing, Black Diamond Tire Gel keeps tire walls supple and hydrated to promote longevity.

Wolfgang Black Diamond Tire Gel penetrates beneath the surface to give your tires a long-lasting true glow that lasts weeks rather than days. The dark, satin finish will last through rain showers and car washes. One 16 ounce bottle of Wolfgang Black Diamond Tire Gel is equivalent to three or four 16 ounce bottles of spray-on tire dressing. Wolfgang Black Diamond Tire Gel is an excellent value!

Wolfgang Black Diamond Tire Gel consists of German super polymers, deep conditioning agents, and cutting edge protectants. This unique rubber protectant achieves spectacular results without relying on drying butyls, alcohols or petroleum distillates. No environmentally hazardous chemicals or additives go into Black Diamond Tire Gel. It is 100% biodegradable and safe on tires.

Maintain new tires and refresh older tires with high-bonding, non-slinging Wolfgang Black Diamond Tire Gel. It delivers the clean, satin finish prized for show cars and collectibles plus the protection needed for daily drivers.

For best results, carefully apply one thin, even layer, swiped over the surface. This gives a handsome, well-dressed gloss that compliments most vehicles. If you prefer a heavier, glossier shine, wait ten minutes and reapply. For less shine, follow the initial application by immediately wiping tire with a clean cloth. Wipe off excess tire gel around raised letters and between the wheels’ edges and tires where the gel can puddle. Allow the gel to cure for at least 30 minutes before driving.
**Spot Eliminator**

*Tough stains and stubborn, ground-in dirt don't stand a chance!*

Wolfgang Spot Eliminator is the answer to your vehicle's toughest spots and stains. Armed with industrial strength cleaning agents, Wolfgang Spot Eliminator deep cleans auto carpet and upholstery and helps repel future stains.

Wolfgang Spot Eliminator is formulated to act fast and leave nothing behind. This blend of powerful, water-based cleaners and German super polymers work to eradicate stains and protect the carpet and upholstery from future stains. Wolfgang Spot Eliminator removes the most difficult stains like food, soda, perspiration, ink, gum, grease, and much more. Carpet, mats, and seats are left looking and feeling completely clean.

Wolfgang Spot Eliminator works by sequestering grease, oils, and dirt away from the individual fibers. As you agitate with a brush, these particles are released from the fibers and held suspended until you blot them away with a towel. This type of cleaner is gentle on carpet and upholstery fibers, and it doesn’t leave a sticky residue.

While the cleaners are hard at work, German super polymers bond to the fibers to shield them from spills and stains. Future cleaning is made easier with Wolfgang Spot Eliminator.

Wolfgang Spot Eliminator can be used on virtually any surface, including the dashboard and door panels. The water-based cleaners are safe and gentle on plastics and vinyl as well as fabrics and carpet.

For regular cleaning, use Wolfgang Carpet & Upholstery Cleaner. It removes most stains and day-to-day dirt. When you encounter those "impossible" stains, use Wolfgang Spot Eliminator. For the best results, always treat a stain as soon as it occurs to prevent it from setting in.

Vacuum affected area first to remove all loose particles. Spray Wolfgang Spot Eliminator directly on the stain. Allow cleaner to sit and penetrate for 20-30 seconds. Agitate with a brush or damp sponge. Pat dry with a clean microfiber towel. Re-vacuum the area to remove any dirt loosened by the cleaner. For extra tough stains, a second application may be necessary.

---

**Carpet & Upholstery Restorer**

*Clean and restore your vehicle's interior for lasting beauty and value.*

Wolfgang Carpet & Upholstery Restorer is a professional quality carpet cleaner that removes your vehicle's worst stains to restore a factory-new appearance.

Wolfgang Carpet & Upholstery Restorer is the answer to the dirt and grime that are introduced to your car daily. This water-based, concentrated formula contains powerful cleaning agents used by professional detailers to zero in on dirt particles, lifting them away from carpet and upholstery fibers. Wolfgang Carpet & Upholstery Restorer uses the latest fabric protection technology to resist and repel future stains by coating and shielding the individual fiber strands.

Wolfgang Carpet & Upholstery Restorer works like magic against stubborn stains and spills. Our development team, made up of chemists and professional auto detailers, designed this carpet cleaner for ease of use, eliminating the need for furious scrubbing. Wolfgang Carpet & Upholstery Restorer has sufficient cleaning muscle to penetrate deep into carpet and upholstery fibers and obliterate dirt with only gentle agitation.

Wolfgang Carpet & Upholstery Cleaner removes food, make-up, grease, oil, fruit juice, pet stains, and more from fabric seats and carpet. Quick treatment is always best, but Wolfgang Carpet & Upholstery Cleaner is also effective on set-in stains.

Though strong enough to conquer tough dirt and stains, Wolfgang Carpet & Upholstery Restorer will not fade, spot, or affect the color of fabric or carpet, and it will not break down fibers. It does not contain harsh chemicals or harmful fumes. In fact, Wolfgang Carpet & Upholstery Cleaner is water-based. It bears Wolfgang's aromatic signature scent. Your car's interior will look and smell refreshed.

Vacuum area well. Spray Wolfgang Carpet & Upholstery Cleaner across surface, concentrating on any stubborn stains. Allow the cleaner to penetrate for 20-30 seconds. Agitate gently with a brush. Wipe dry with a microfiber detailing towel. When completely dry, vacuum the area again to remove dirt particles that were loosened by the cleaner.

**Note:** Heavily soiled areas may require a second application. For the toughest stains, use the concentrated, extra-powerful Wolfgang Spot Eliminator.
Keep your leather looking its very best with 100% biodegradable Wolfgang Leather Care Cleaner. This pH-balanced cleanser utilizes the natural cleaning strength of citrus to remove virtually any dirt, grease, ink, oil, or spills from your leather. It works by penetrating deep into the pores and gently lifting away foreign particles, including microscopic dirt that builds up over time. Cleaning your leather regularly, regardless of visible grime, is important for the long-term beauty of the leather.

Wolfgang Leather Care Cleaner is specially formulated to be gentle enough for regular leather maintenance, but strong enough to remove the most stubborn spots and stains without leaving a trace. We suggest treating any mishaps as soon as possible. This water-based leather cleaner will not dull, stain or dry out leather. After using Wolfgang Leather Care Cleaner, the surface of the leather is dirt-free and subtly fragrant.

Modern scientific advances have created a new class of water-based cleaners that are every bit as effective as the old-fashioned butyl, butyl ether, and acid-based cleansers. Though powerful, these cleaners of the past were toxic to humans and the environment, not to mention that they compromised the longevity and quality of leather.

Wolfgang Leather Care Cleaner replaces these unsafe chemicals with German-developed, non-ionic surfactant, non-alkaline cleaning agents. Our water-based formula is a pure cleaner, which contains no petroleum distillates, silicone oils or gloss agents. Wolfgang Leather Care Cleaner is a safe, state-of-the-art, deep cleaning formula.

Wolfgang Leather Care Cleaner should not be used on napped leathers like suede or glove soft leathers. Apply Wolfgang Leather Care Cleaner to a damp microfiber applicator pad. Work cleaner into the leather using short, even, firm strokes. Pay attention to excessively dirty or stained areas, and agitate with a soft upholstery brush. Allow cleaner to penetrate for a few minutes, then wipe dry with a clean microfiber towel. Do not let the cleaner dry on the leather. Follow with Wolfgang Leather Care Conditioner to protect and soften the leather. These two steps will keep your vehicle’s leather seats in pristine condition.

Wolfgang Leather Care Conditioner is part of a two-step process that maintains the luxurious look and feel of automotive leather for the life of your vehicle.

Wolfgang Leather Care Conditioner is a silky, lavish lotion that penetrates and nourishes leather of all ages, even surface- and vat-dyed leather. Wolfgang Leather Conditioner preserves and protects leather from drying, cracking and brittleness that occur naturally with age.

Wolfgang Leather Care Conditioner preserves leather’s original beauty and resiliency and helps to restore older leather. Strong UV protection is added to Wolfgang Leather Care Conditioner to prevent sun damage, fading and cracking. The lanolin-based cream has an inviting, natural leather aroma.

Nothing is better for your leather! Wolfgang Leather Care Conditioner matches the leather’s own pH for maximum conditioning. Botanical ingredients make up our leather conditioner, rather than drying petroleum distillates, which eventually dehydrate the leather and break down the stitching. Wolfgang Leather Care Conditioner creates a satiny, natural-looking finish that is non-greasy to the touch and safe on stitching.

Our formula for Wolfgang Leather Care Conditioner results from many clinical studies of the world’s best leather conditioners. Wolfgang set out to formulate a leather conditioner that would surpass all others in the following categories: longevity, absorption rate, realistic leather aroma, effectiveness on dry, stiff leather, surface enhancement, absence of residue, and overall quality. Follow-up studies proved Wolfgang Leather Care Conditioner to be the irrefutable champion in leather care.

Wolfgang Leather Care Conditioner should not be used on napped leathers like suede or glove soft-leathers. Work in a cool, shaded area. Be sure leather is clean and dry. For the best results, use Wolfgang Leather Care Cleaner first. Shake well. Apply Wolfgang Leather Care Conditioner to a clean, damp cloth or a microfiber applicator. Wipe down leather using a circular motion to massage the lotion into the pores. Allow the conditioner a few minutes to penetrate. Then buff off excess with a clean towel. After allowing leather to dry, a quick buff with a soft microfiber towel will yield a natural looking, satin finish.
Wolfgang MetallWerk™ Aluminum Compound is a strong aluminum prepolish that powers through oxidation and discoloration on aluminum to create a smooth, uniform finish. This is step one of a three part restoration process that results in a high impact, incredibly reflective shine on aluminum trailers, wheels, trim, boats, aircraft, and more!

Aluminum can be a challenge to polish because you are not dealing with a coating that can easily be leveled. Instead, you are removing imperfections from the aluminum itself. Aluminum and other bare metals require an intense abrasive polish to remove rust and stains. Complete restoration is a multi-step process and it all begins with Wolfgang MetallWerk™ Aluminum Compound.

Wolfgang MetallWerk™ Aluminum Compound is step one for severely oxidized or never-before-polished aluminum surfaces. This is an ammonia-based, abrasive polish designed to remove rust, water spots, and stains from weathered aluminum surfaces. This is the same aluminum polishing technology used by major aircraft manufacturers. MetallWerk™ Aluminum Compound can also be used on chrome, copper, stainless steel, and magnesium. The diminishing abrasives quickly level surface rust and polish away spots and stains. You’re left with a clean, satin finish. To get the bright, reflective finish of new aluminum, you have to use step two, Wolfgang MetallWerk™ Fine Aluminum Polish.

This is a strong polish! After using Wolfgang MetallWerk™ Aluminum Compound, you may see some light haze. Step two Wolfgang MetallWerk™ Fine Aluminum Polish will eliminate this haze and create a brilliant shine.

Wolfgang MetallWerk™ Aluminum Compound should be applied with a dual action or rotary polisher. A dual action machine, like the Porter Cable 7424, may not have the bite to remove severe stains but it will greatly improve them. If you have a severe case of oxidation on your hands, we suggest using a rotary polisher. If using a rotary machine, the same rules apply as if you were polishing paint. Keep the polisher moving at all times. It can burn the metal. If this happens, allow the area to cool. Then, go back over it with the polisher to remove the burn.

Wolfgang MetallWerk™ Aluminum Compound should not be used on anodized, plated, painted, or coated metals.

Wolfgang MetallWerk™ Fine Aluminum Polish is an incredible metal cleaner and gloss-enhancing polish to remove light imperfections on uncoated aluminum and other polishable metals. Ultra fine abrasives restore a brilliant, like-new shine on bare metals, chrome, and stainless steel.

Wolfgang MetallWerk™ Fine Aluminum Polish is all you need to clean and polish metal surfaces on your car, boat, trailer, RV or motorcycle. Its fine diminishing abrasives and ammonia-based cleaner remove surface oxidation and light stains while polishing the metal to a bright gloss. Use Wolfgang Fine Aluminum Polish on aluminum, chrome, stainless steel, brass, copper, magnesium and more.

Wolfgang MetallWerk™ Fine Aluminum Polish works like magic on aluminum and chrome wheels. It erases oxidation and brake dust damage with its combination of cleaners and abrasives. Yellowed areas where brake dust has glazed the metal will disappear. The fine abrasives will eliminate the tiny pits where brake dust has begun eating into the metal. Meanwhile, Wolfgang MetallWerk™ Fine Aluminum Polish lifts stubborn brake dust and road grime off the metal. This is the grime that’s left on the wheels even after you’ve cleaned them. This polish cleans it all!

Wolfgang MetallWerk™ Fine Aluminum Polish is step two in a complete, three-part restoration process. Use it after Wolfgang MetallWerk™ Aluminum Compound to remove any light swirls or haze created by compounding and to restore a bright, reflective gloss. If you really want wheels and trim to pop, finish them off with Wolfgang MetallWerk™ Concours Aluminum Polish.

Wolfgang MetallWerk™ Fine Aluminum Polish should be applied with a dual action or rotary polisher for the best results. If using a rotary, take care not to burn the metal. Keep the polisher moving at all times. Burnt metal appears bluish. If this happens, allow the area to cool and then go back over it with the polisher. Burn marks cannot be removed in all cases and great care should be taken to avoid burning the metal.

Wolfgang MetallWerk™ Aluminum Compound should not be used on anodized, plated, painted, or coated metals.
Wolfgang MetallWerk™ Concours Aluminum Polish achieves the maximum level of shine possible on aluminum, chrome, stainless steel, and bare metals. As the last step of the Wolfgang metal polishing system, Concours Aluminum Polish creates a brilliant, mirror finish that is sure to draw attention.

Most people with daily drivers would be happy with the finish created by MetallWerk™ Fine Aluminum Polish, but we just had to offer this option for the perfectionists. Wolfgang MetallWerk™ Concours Aluminum Polish creates an absolutely stunning shine on bare aluminum, chrome, and stainless steel. If you need to prep a car for a show or just for showing off, you can’t go wrong with this metal polish.

Micro fine diminishing abrasives are ground to a dust, literally like a jeweler’s rouge. This polishing powder is blended with a paste base to cling to vertical surfaces, such as wheels and the sides of trailers. Wolfgang MetallWerk™ Fine Aluminum Polish scours the surface, refining it to a smoother and smoother gloss until it is as smooth and reflective as a mirror.

Wolfgang MetallWerk™ Concours Aluminum Polish is formulated for bare aluminum and other uncoated metals. Just like polishing paint, you have to use the most abrasive polish first and then refine the surface to a smoother and smoother gloss. To achieve the ultimate shine, you must first polish the metal with Wolfgang MetallWerk Aluminum Compound (for severe oxidation) and then Wolfgang MetallWerk Fine Aluminum Polish.

Many people would be satisfied after these two steps but if you want a jaw-dropping, high luster finish, follow up with Wolfgang MetallWerk™ Concours Aluminum Polish.

Wolfgang MetallWerk™ Concours Aluminum Polish should not be used on anodized, plated, painted, or coated metals.

Apply Wolfgang MetallWerk™ Concours Aluminum Polish with a dual action or rotary polisher, or by hand. If you are polishing a large trailer, airplane, or RV, you will find it much easier to use a polisher.

Don’t stop short of the ultimate shine. Wolfgang MetallWerk™ Concours Aluminum Polish creates a mirror bright finish on pre-polished bare aluminum.

Once you’ve achieved a mirror-like gloss, seal and protect polished metal surfaces with Wolfgang MetallWerk™ Concours Metal Sealant. This acrylic metal sealant eliminates any remaining polish residue for a cleaner, clearer shine that is protected from the elements.

Aluminum naturally oxidizes when introduced to air. A light layer of oxidation actually protects the underlying metal from further oxidation. When you remove this layer, you have exposed the aluminum to the elements again. Wolfgang MetallWerk™ Concours Metal Sealant replaces this barrier with clear acrylic polymers. This metal sealant provides durable protection against oxidation while the shiny, polished aluminum shows through.

Wolfgang MetallWerk™ Concours Metal Sealant is the ultimate high gloss all-metal sealant. The water-based acrylic formula is completely safe and nonabrasive on all types of metal: clear coated, painted, anodized, polished, and bare metals. The finish is crystal clear – never cloudy – on wheels, diamond plate, bumpers, trim, trailers, and much more. Wolfgang MetallWerk™ Concours Metal Sealant locks in the shine you’ve created with Wolfgang MetallWerk™ metal polishes.

Wolfgang MetallWerk™ Concours Metal Sealant goes a step beyond protection by removing any light residue that may detract from the metal’s shine. A light cleaning agent lifts any remaining residue from the metal as it deposits a clear layer of polymer protection. Metal polishing can be a messy process, creating a lot of black residue. Wolfgang MetallWerk™ Concours Metal Sealant removes the last remnants of this residue to reveal the cleanest, most reflective finish.

Wolfgang MetallWerk™ Concours Metal Sealant is a must for daily drivers and trailers, anything regularly exposed to the elements. A brilliant shine can diminish in a short time without protection. Wolfgang MetallWerk™ Concours Metal Sealant leaves a slick coating that resists brake dust adhesion and repels dirt to maintain the just-polished gleam. You can expect 4-6 months of protection. When water no longer beads on the metal, it is time to reapply Wolfgang MetallWerk™ Concours Metal Sealant.

Wolfgang MetallWerk™ Concours Metal Sealant is formulated specifically for metal surfaces. It should not be used on glass or plastics.

Apply Wolfgang MetallWerk™ Concours Metal Sealant by hand or with a dual action or rotary polisher.
Auto Bathe
Wolfgang Auto Bathe is pure luxury for your vehicle!

Wolfgang Auto Bathe will please even the most discriminating auto enthusiast. It surpasses other car washes in cleansing power and preservation of your vehicle’s paint. Thanks to technological advances in surface care and input from professional detailers and auto paint technicians, our team of chemists were wildly successful in formulating an advanced car shampoo unlike anything else on the market.

The secret behind Wolfgang Auto Bathe’s awesome cleansing power is in the suds. TUFF SUDS II is a foaming technology that works by suspending natural oils and what we’ve dubbed “super polymers” within the foam—allowing built-up dirt and grime to be effortlessly swiped away. The natural oils act as lubricants, encapsulating each dirt particle, reducing the chances of washing swirls. Gritty and abrasive residue is rinsed away without scratching the paint.

TUFF SUDS II enables Wolfgang Auto Bathe to create an abundance of long-lasting, luxurious, aromatic bubbles, even in hard water!

Wolfgang Auto Bathe is a concentrated gel shampoo bearing Wolfgang’s signature scent. Though tough against paint-damaging agents, Auto Bathe is amazingly surface-friendly. It will not strip wax or any type of polymer surface sealants from your vehicle. Natural oils act as lubricants to prevent scratches or swirl marks. Wolfgang Auto Bathe leaves behind an ultra-thin coat of gloss, resulting in a beautiful shine. The polymers in Wolfgang Auto Bathe encourage water to sheet off, leaving behind very few water droplets.

With a perfect, neutral pH, Wolfgang Auto Bathe is completely safe for your skin and the environment. You won’t find any harsh detergents, dangerous toxins, or sub-quality ingredients in our Auto Bathe - or in any of our products.

Thoroughly rinse the vehicle to remove excess dirt. Pour 1-2 oz of Auto Bathe in a 5 gallon bucket and dilute with a strong jet of water to activate suds. For best results, wash vehicle from the top down with a sponge or mitt, rinsing frequently to avoid water spotting. Dry vehicle with a soft microfiber waffle-weave drying towel.
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